
Reframing the Question for the 2022 elections > 
“To-be or not-to-be a U.S. Constitution in 2023” 
is Democrats and America’s only Path to victory and 
the survival of America’s Promise, and its Options 
and Opportunities.

“By failing to 
Prepare, you are 

preparing to fail.” 
Ben Franklin
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Coming 

Soon!

EMAIL #1: “The Democratic Party + 
Planned Parenthood + ACLU + NAACP 
+ Pro-America’s Promise”. Nonprofit 
cultural tribes must begin to hand 
together or they are going to all hand 
separately.

EMAIL #2: Addendum #1 => “Will 
Democratic candidates get 60%+ of the 
votes in their county? They can — they 
should. Can you stand-up and deliver 
and help Americans restore/protect their 
Inalienable Rights?“
 
EMAIL #3: “Democrats — “The ‘Dye’ 
has been cast by the Supreme Court. 
The USA is facing a ‘Red’ future (literally 
and figuratively). The midterms may 
confirm it.” Today’s Democrats seem to 
have resurrected the MugWump Party.

How-to get back America’s Promise 
and Americans’ Inalienable Rights

EMAIL #4: Addendum #3 >"Democrats 
> It's time to resurrect the U.S. Constitu-
tion and Restore America‘s Promise and 
Americans‘ Inalienable Rights. Are you 
ready? Are you prepared? Do you have 
the Right Stuff?

EMAIL #5: Addendum #4 >“It is time 
to pay attention Democrats. There are 
64 steps to winning the 2022 Midterms 
and the 2024 White House. Some are 
redundant. Others are extraneous. Most 
are requisite. You decide.”

EMAIL #6: “This Critical Path is a 
Strategic Form-ula for Planning how-to live 
a Satisfying Life that is => Mother Nature 
driven but must-be Culturally modified 
to accommodate...Innovation, Invention, 
Population Growth and Societal Progress.“

ARCHIVES > Emails #1–#6: America is facing a Legal challenge; not Political or Cultural challenges. 
Where are we? How did we get here? Can we do better? What you need to know > Be able to-Do. 

The most concise presentation of the growth of Western Civilization (aka: History) and the Evolution of Nation Governance  
> Family to Tribe to Nation (aka: Civics). If you would like to receive these emails via email, send us your email address.

ARCHIVES > Emails #7–#12: How-to restore the Intent/Promise/Options of the only Nation on earth founded on a good idea 
 > A Government > of the People > by the People > for the People — where all citizens are equal before the Governance/Law  

— while protecting you and your children’s options and opportunities. One size does not fit all!


